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Article 15

PERSPECTIVE

illustration by Lisa B radford

by Margie Snowden North
I was in the fourth grade at Erick Elemen

36

I anxiously searched each day, but not one

tary that Christmas in 1951. The Christmas tree

present read “To Margie.” On the morning of the

was in place; gift-exchange time at school was

gift exchange, I went to the tree as usual. An

approaching. The pile of presents grew daily.

unfamiliar gift was there—a tiny one wrapped in

We all searched through them until each of us

smudged, once-white notebook paper. It was

found his gift—everyone except me.

shaped like a candy tree that could be bought at
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the comer store for a nickel. Immediately I knew

of the town drunk and was considered scum by

the present was for me.

most. I’m sure that she cowered in her seat even

I was selected to help hand out the pre

more than I, dreading the moment when I would

sents. With my head held high, I laid my present

stand and display the lollipop and tell who had

on the seat of my desk, hoping no one would see

given it to me.

it. The boy who sat in front of me (and who
happened to be from one of the wealthier families
in town) snickered behind his hand. Somehow I
ignored him.
The moment came that I had dreaded—
each person was to stand and show the gift he
received. They were such fascinating things:

In the forty years since I received that
disappointing present, I realize it helped teach me
some needed lessons in humility, tolerance, and
thankfulness. It has even served as a spiritual
illustration in my writing and Bible teaching. For
isn’t it true that God once gave a gift that was
disappointing, too?

paper doll sets, perfumes, shiny cars, rugged
trucks, books, games, and puzzles. How could I
bear to stand and show what I had received?
What if everyone laughed?
It wasn’t fair! The teacher had stipulated
that we should spend approximately a dollar for
the one whose name we had drawn. I, the
daughter of a common day laborer, had somehow
scraped that much together and had purchased a
lovely set of paper dolls that were even now
being admired.
The boy in front of me stood and proudly
showed his gift. I was engulfed with dread and

They had expected an earthly king,
decked out in royal robes, crowned with a golden
crown, and seated on a commanding throne.
What they got was a tiny baby, born in a dirty
stable and wrapped in swaddling clothes. He was
unacceptable to many; others received Him
gladly.
This unusual gift still is being offered
today. When accepted wholeheartedly, the gift
teaches lessons in humility, tolerance, thankful
ness, and more. Perhaps my receiving the lowly
little gift forty years ago helped prepare me for
later receiving the greatest gift of all.A

close to tears, realizing I was next. Suddenly the
bell rang, and I was spared the humiliation of
showing my plain little gift.
It wasn’t until later that I realized there
was someone in the room that day who was

MARGIE SNOWDEN NORTH, a loyal

perhaps more humiliated than I. It was the girl

WESTVIEWsupporter and contributor, lives,

who had given me the gift. She was the daughter

near Erick.
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